The Path of the Rocks of the Seven Broters.
Length km. 20 - 600 meters vertical drop.
From the church of San Rocco in right before you climb on cobbles,
and on the road concrete, after this you take a dirt road (headlands) that runs
down the left before the garden house.
Pay close attention to a hole in the path:
is on the right halfway down.

It touches the tarmac near an intersection that we find to our left,
you go to the opposite direction Mango,
a few meters, turn right onto a gravel road following the signs
For “locality Socco”.
The road continues along a warehouse floor and Passed, you go left.
The road winds for a long stretch between the poplars along a river
and ends near a township.
It goes right after the last house and climbs a few meters,
Turn left uphill to the courtyard of a house;
Here you turn left, passing a vineyard, you reach a group of houses
and following a gravel road down to get the road paved.
turn right up to a junction where we turn left towards Trezzo Tinella.
On the right, following the red signs, you can reach
the Path of Barbaresco.
Without some tens of meters, at a pitch go right and start to climb a large dirt
(headland) the middle of a steep climb vines;
continues to climb to a fork where you go left, always uphill,
you along a vineyard, then turn right and after a final climb, you reach a house.
Going left on gravel road, go straight into the first corner
following in reverse the signs of the path of Treiso S4.
(Going to the right and follow the path S4 also comes in Treiso
but for a longer route).
Continue on a beautiful dirt road uphill for a long stretch
comes in very scenic and paved road
you go right at an intersection and, when the road begins to rise,
take a dirt road (headlands) to the right that cuts a hairpin.

Found the paved road, turn left and immediately after an intersection,
left again, passing a vineyard uphill to a
group of solitary pines on a hill, which offers a wonderful view.
Descend on the asphalt on the side, continue going straight on flat road at the
next intersection.
After a slight uphill stretch across a group of houses,
you reach a roundabout and here the country of Treiso.
Now you can choose between two routes:
With the first:
we backtrack to the roundabout, you are just a few meters
towards the houses, and down right the first dwelling on a road
gravel that leads to the other side of the hill, continue down
through the vineyards up to a clearing where you go right for a long walk
downhill section of the vineyard and the reeds above.
At the end of the descent, turn left onto a bumpy dirt road stretches along the
vineyard and the provincial touches the valley floor.
Here you will find the route from loc. Sing.
Continue on the highway to the right until an intersection,
where you go left towards Neviglie and shortly after the bridge
go right a few yards and then take a steep road
by the concrete that rises to the left.
Follow the road for a very long time before suddenly rising and then flat
and again uphill and crosses the province just before the Neviglie.
It is left to a few hundred meters and you arrive in the country.
After a visit to the historic center,
follow the signs to the forest path Neive.

The second route:
Treiso by following the directions for a stretch of the path S1 Treiso up
Sing to the township, along the magnificent castles called "Seven Broters".
To better see them you can follow the Romantic Road
leading to a spectacular vantage point.
Sing returned to the township, crossing the main road and follow
signs for township Parodi to the second junction,
right where a paved road branches off which leads to Trezzo Tinella.
Going to the left are a few meters, then climb on a dirt road, right,
towards a small repeater at the top of a hill.

After observing the landscape, should be followed for several tens of meters
a large dirt (headlands) that runs on the flat.
Go down to the left after the booster, in the direction of the asphalt below;
turn right until you reach a large farm.
The road becomes a dirt road passes beside the house on the left
and continues down between a vineyard and a nut;
we continue down first to a grove,
is held right before the poplar forest and then turns downhill:
find a dirt road, initially grassy, less visible but existing
descend for a long stretch, until you reach the provincial in the valley.
Turn right and continue until you reach the bridge over the stream Tinella
turn left towards Neviglie.
Gone a hundred yards turn right onto paved road.
Go ahead and made a few meters to our left is a narrow,
fund initially with cement.
We take it, and hard climb, we reach the main road near Neviglie.
turn left and reach Neviglie.
Climb to the center and next to the post office takes a staircase
leading to the Mountain Park, where you can enjoy a wonderful view.
Return to the provincial and turn left towards Neive and after a hundred
meters, you go right to loc. Bonora;
at the end of asphalt along a farm and immediately after the yard
take a path downhill through the vineyards, having been the right
keep left and you reach a crossroads on the asphalt.
Continue down to the right and after 500 meters, it is noted on the right road
Micca from township;
Continue on the paved road for a hundred yards, until after the holiday,
so take a dirt road (headlands) down the left and follow it to meet a road in the
valley.
Keep right, continue downhill along the valley for some distance
until you meet a road at a big house.
It continues for a hundred meters, near a bridge,
you go right on a beautiful dirt road initially grassy, which follows
until the asphalt ends.

Turn left and you reach a roundabout;
follow the signs for Neive you reach the short crossing.
Cross the level crossing, follow a short section of the course,
then turn left into Via Mazzini.
Climb a staircase that cuts the turns and returns to the church of San Rocco.

